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Activities
1. Created Development Committee web pages
2. Added "Support the Society" area, as requested by Development Committee
3. Created Cataloging Advisory Committee web pages
4. Created 2 Professional Development Committee Sub-Committee Sites:
   Education & Mentoring
5. Created Public Policy Committee web page
6. Participated in the planning & activation of RSS feeds on the ARLIS web site
7. Maintained pages, posted updates, etc. as requested.

Issues
- Online transactions continue to be problematic, with little support from Headquarters. To illustrate:
  Near the end of 2008, a member notified that our publications order form was not secure (it had been in the past). I disabled online ordering due to lack of satisfactory information from Headquarters.
- Updating of committee members & ARLIS leadership (esp. chapters) continues to be piecemeal
- Web site design is close to 5 years old. We need to start thinking about refreshing our look. Include more Web 2.0 technologies in our redesign.